OVERVIEW
Oil and Gas companies worldwide are faced with the challenge of ensuring chemicals are injected into processes as accurately and cost effectively as possible to ensure optimal production whilst ensuring maximum lifespan of the installation.

CHALLENGES
With many fields now entering a period of 25+ years in production many original chemical injection systems are struggling to meet the reduced chemical injection rates now being applied.

Additionally many older injection systems have become inoperable and the repair and replacement costs have become unviable for operators.

SOLUTION
ICR offer long term rental packages for chemical injection equipment. Benefits include:
• No unnecessary CAPEX spend
• No ongoing maintenance costs
• Newly certified injection skids provided annually
• Back up units to minimise downtime
• Portable, versatile and operator-friendly systems
• Upgrades or modifications inclusive with package
• Technical support and training
• Immediate spares and breakdown cover
• Testing and Inspection
• Adherence to latest HSEQ and Industry Standards.

All equipment is managed and supported via the ICR rental database which provides an auditable trail for all equipment and flags maintenance schedules. The ICR rental package removes the burden and hassle factor from the customer and provides necessary peace of mind that their chemical injection equipment is maintained and fit for purpose.

If applicable, ICR can support operators with Management Change Processes to ensure rented chemical injection systems are categorised as permanent.